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IBM's statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice 
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IBM Spectrum Scale 
container native (CNSA)
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➢ is a containerized version of IBM Spectrum Scale

➢ allows the deployment of the cluster file system in a RedHat OpenShift cluster

Public KC link: scalecontainernative

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/scalecontainernative


Kubernetes 
Controller/Operator Concept
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• A Kubernetes Controller is a special software that, 

in the loop, responds to changes and performs 

adaptation actions in the cluster

• A controller tracks at least one Kubernetes 

resource type

• Kubernetes has a set of built-in controllers that run 

inside the kube-controller-manager

“Operators are software extensions to Kubernetes that make 

use of custom resources to manage applications and their 

components. Operators follow Kubernetes principles, notably 

the control loop”

Kubernetes Documentation

https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/command-line-tools-reference/kube-controller-manager/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/operator/
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Monitoring Overview
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Health Reporting with 
MMHEALTH
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https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=monitoring-system-health-by-using-mmhealth-command

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=events-monitoring-mmhealth

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=events-monitoring-mmhealth
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=events-monitoring-mmhealth


MMHEALTH - CNSA 
objects mapping
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MMHEALTH Component CNSA

Custom Resource (CR)

Filesystem Filesystem

GPFS Daemon

Perfmon PMCollector

GUI GUI 

Native Raid, Network, Disk Tbd. <future release>

afm, array, auth, auth_obj, block, callhome, canister/server, ces,

cesip, cesnetwork, cloudgateway, disk, enclosure, encryption,

fileauditlog, filesysmgr, filesystem, gds, gpfs, gui,

hadoopconnector, hdfs_datanode, hdfs_namenode,

healthcheck, localcache, msgqueue, native_raid, network, nfs,

nfspod, node, noobaa, nvme, nvmeof, object, perfmon,

physicaldisk, powerhw, recoverygroup, scalemgmt, serverraid,

smb, stretchcluster, threshold, virtualdisk, watchfolder

Callhome, CloudCSIDisk, Cluster, CompressionJob, Daemon,

DiskJob, DNSConfig, DNS, EncryptionConfig, Filesystem,

GrafanaBridge, Gui, Job, LocalDisk, Pmcollector, RecoveryGroup,

RemoteCluster, RestripeFSJob, StretchClusterInitNodes,

StretchCluster, StretchClusterTiebreaker, UpgradeApproval



CNSA Health Status 
reporting flow
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CNSA Health Status 
reporting flow
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https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/scalecontainernative?topic=monitoring-system-monitor-kubernetes-readiness-probe

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/scalecontainernative?topic=monitoring-system-monitor-kubernetes-readiness-probe


CNSA Health Status 
reporting flow
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Health Status
reprsentation in CNSA
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Every Kubernetes object includes two nested object :

➢ Spec  - a complete description of the desired state

➢ Status - the current state of the object in the system

Status Condition

➢ contains details for one aspect of the current state of the 

resource

Events

➢ provide additional information for debugging and tracing, akin 

to log messages

„Healthy“ Condition added to the status of a most important CNSA       

resources: Daemon, Filesystem, Pmcollector, GUI

MMHEALTH status is the source of the Healthy condition

MMHEALTH events passed through and published to a resource

Kubernetes API conventions

CNSA implementation

Healthy Condition

▪ Type - Healthy

▪ Status - True, False, or Unknown

▪ Reason - Health status obtained by     

mmhealth

▪ Message - short message including 3 

most important happenings 

causing the last status transition



Health Status
reprsentation in CNSA
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Health Status
reprsentation in CNSA
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Consistent 
Scale Status Reporting 
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https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=monitoring

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/scalecontainernative?topic=517-monitoring

Log messages

MMHEALTH 
reporting

OpenShift
OC CLI

OpenShift mgm
console

CNSA GUI

Exposing to 
Internal / external

applications

HEALTH

MONITORING

Sending/Receiving 
health events over 

Webhook

CALLHOME

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-scale/5.1.7?topic=events-monitoring-mmhealth
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/scalecontainernative?topic=517-monitoring


Thank you for using 
IBM Spectrum Scale!
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